SPRINT 1 2017
HACKATHON DATES APRIL 21-23
VENUE: AIRO ISLAND,
HELSINKI FINLAND
DEADLINE REGISTRATION APRIL 14

WHAT IS ULTRAHACK?

CHALLENGES & PRIZES

↘ We

↘ HACK

believe hackers have the power to change the
world – and find solutions to the biggest
challenges in our time. But to make this happen,
we need to stand together. Our mission is to
build a community where the best talent and
leading industry partners could meet and
collaborate towards future innovations.

↘ INNOVATION

PLATFORM It’s a meeting point for
everybody: hackers, mentors and industry
partners.

↘ HACKATHON

Last Ultrahack events have gathered
around 600 hackers to solve around 40 different
challenges in Helsinki, Finland.

↘ ACCELERATOR

To make sure there is life after
the Ultrahack, we have decided to collaborate
with Nestholma Accelerator and other investors
that offers financial support to promising
Ultrahack teams.

WHY JOIN ULTRAHACK?

THE HALER! If your inhaler could talk,
what would you like it to tell you as a doctor,
as a patient, or as a caregiver? Solve this
challenge by Orion Pharma and win 10 000€.

↘ HEL

of a 3D CITY EVENTS How to utilize Helsinki
3D city models to make event experiences and
their organizing better? Solve this challenge
by City of Helsinki and win 5 000€.

↘ HACK

YOUR JOB There is a mismatch in skill
recognition on both ends - both recruit and
recruiter. What kind of recruiting or job
matchmaking services X&Y-generations would like
to use? Solve this challenge by KEHA and win
3 000€.

↘ HACKING

VALUE FROM FORESTS Utilize
forest-related data to create user-friendly
solutions that make forest asset management
more efficient and win 5 000€.

↘ OPEN

CHALLENGE If you have a great project that
doesn’t fit any other challenge, apply to our
Open Challenge! Open track projects will be
judged by Ultrahack and there will be surprise
prizes!

↘ STUDENT

AWARD The Best Student-made Solution
Award worth of 2000€ in cash.

↘ Work

with novel challenges, APIs and tools - in
an awesome industrial setting

↘ Kick

off your project on Ultrahack platform,
receive feedback and team up with others while
retaining your own IPR.

HOW TO JOIN

↘ Gain

access to accelerator programs and funding
afterwards

ULTRAHACKHQ

↘ Meet

↘ Sign

↘ Get

↘ You

↘ Win

↘ Selected

and network with tech, startup, student
and developer communities
support from mentors, startup coaches,
investors and accelerators

ULTRAHACK.ORG

multitude of prizes, event tickets and
travel grants to Helsinki

in at Ultrahack.org and Apply to Ultrahack
Sprint I
can submit your idea/plan OR look for a
team (hint: improve your chances by submitting
a project description)
participants will be invited before
April 16th

